Survey of terahertz metamaterial devices
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ABSTRACT

Metamaterials have arisen in an attempt to engineer the electromagnetic properties of natural substances. It has been acknowledged that the emergence of metamaterials has implications to nearly all branches of science and engineering exploiting the electromagnetic radiation. This paper reviews seminal work of metamaterials from the vision to the realisation of subwavelength elements that contribute to varieties of electric and magnetic responses. Emphasis is given to the significance and opportunity of this new class of material augmenting terahertz technology. Although now there remain major milestones that scientists and engineers need to conquer, the future of this cutting-edge material technology is very bright.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A metamaterial is a composite basically composed of conductive elements, of subwavelength dimension, periodically embedded in a dielectric substrate. The electromagnetic properties of metamaterials are derived mainly from the morphology of these elements rather than from bulk properties as do conventional materials.\textsuperscript{1} Since these elements are small relative to the operating wavelength, the entire metamaterial structure appears homogeneous to the radiation, and hence can be characterised by two fundamental electromagnetic measures—the permittivity and permeability.

Metamaterials can be engineered to have a wide range of electromagnetic responses at desired frequencies through the design of embedded metallic elements. This includes those responses not found in naturally occurring materials, and hence the name ‘meta’, which implies ‘beyond’ materials. In terms of the real permittivity and permeability, normal dielectrics typically occupy the domain where both the quantities are positive, as shown in Figure 1. Negative values of the permittivity are attainable in nature through radiation-plasma interaction, but the occurrence of this interaction is typically well beyond the infrared for those solid-state plasmas. Metamaterials, or more specifically, thin-wire lattices, can dilute the plasma cloud and depress the plasma frequency to a lower part of the spectrum.\textsuperscript{2} Negative values of the permeability are rare and obtainable from magnetic resonances in ferromagnets only at sub-microwave frequencies. Metamaterials, such as split-ring resonators\textsuperscript{3} and parallel strips, exhibit magnetic dipoles in response to magnetic fields, and push the magnetic resonance towards the optical regime.\textsuperscript{4}

Negative refractive index is a particular electromagnetic feature offered by metamaterials. The origin of negative index metamaterials (NIMs) dates back to 1968 when Veselago\textsuperscript{5} conceived the existence of a material with its permittivity and permeability being together negative (see Figure 1). Although such a material was not discovered at that time, Veselago, in his revolutionary paper, predicted some spectacular effects of NIMs, including the reverse Doppler shift, reverse Chérenkov radiation, negative refraction, etc. A double-negative material has never been found in nature, because the negative bands of the permittivity and permeability are relatively narrow and stand well apart in the spectrum.\textsuperscript{6} It was not until 2000 that a NIM was realised for the first time from metamaterials at microwave frequencies by Smith \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{7} Since then a variety of applications exploiting NIMs have been proposed at virtually every band of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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Most dielectrics and ferromagnets operate at low frequencies, while plasmas (surface plasmons) at high frequencies and metamaterials at low frequencies. Figure 1. Diagram of real permittivity and permeability. Each quadrant is occupied by a specific class of naturally existing materials, except for the third quadrant where both the permittivity and permeability are negative at the same frequency. This quadrant is realised by negative-index metamaterials.

Even though metamaterials provide customisable electromagnetic responses, they should not be confused with photonic crystals although the two classes of structures share some similar behaviour and consist of periodic units. In terms of the feature dimension, metamaterials embrace subwavelength elements, in contrast to photonic crystals that have feature sizes rational and comparable to the operating wavelength. In addition, coupling between electrons in conductive subwavelength elements and the electromagnetic radiation determines the response of metamaterials, whilst reflection and interference of the electromagnetic radiation by periodic structures determine the response of photonic crystals.

Opening a new regime of the electromagnetic response, metamaterials offer immense opportunities in improving existing optical designs along with exploring unprecedented applications. Relevant research breakthroughs and visions proposed so far encompass: superlenses breaking the diffraction-limited image resolution,8 biosensors sensitive to small changes in the amount and response of a sample,9 magnetic wires retrofittable into existing MRI machines for better magnetic coupling,10 invisibility cloaks for hiding an object from detection,11–13 and many more exciting ideas to come. Because metamaterial research has started just recently, fundamental studies, novel designs, and advance applications of metamaterials have yet to be explored. It is expected that this research field will have great impact on both the physics and engineering disciplines.

In this paper a concise review on metamaterials is presented, with particular interest in the significance and opportunities of materials operating in the terahertz spectrum. Background in electric and magnetic metamaterials is discussed in Section 2 and 3, respectively. NIMs, obtainable from the combination of electric and magnetic metamaterials, are elucidated in Section 4. The significance of terahertz metamaterials is thoroughly discussed in Section 5. A variety of terahertz metamaterial devices proposed so far are surveyed in Section 6.

2. ELECTRIC METAMATERIALS

The electric response of natural conductive materials typically takes place at high frequencies, i.e. at visible or UV for metals. This is evident from the electric plasma frequency, \( \omega_{\text{ep}} \), which can be formulated as

\[
\omega_{\text{ep}}^2 = \frac{ne^2}{\varepsilon_0 m_{\text{eff}}},
\]

where \( n \) is the electron density, \( e \) is the electron charge, \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the vacuum permittivity, and \( m_{\text{eff}} \) is the electron effective mass. For example, gold that has an electron density of \( 5.9 \times 10^{22} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) will have a plasma frequency falling at approx. 138 nm or within the far UV.
Figure 2. Lattice of thin metallic wires. With the electric field parallel to the wires, the structure exhibits a Drude electric response with a plasma frequency governed by its geometry. The red markers in the footprint delimit a unit cell.

Apparently, to achieve the electric response at a lower frequency range, e.g. in the microwave region, the plasma frequency must be modified. According to Equation 1 the plasma frequency can be reduced through a change in the electron density and effective mass. Pendry et al. theoretically proposed that a metamaterial made of a lattice of thin metallic wire, similar to that shown in Figure 2, can bring down plasma frequency to the gigahertz range. In such a structure, the electron density $n$ is diluted due to the sparseness of metal in a unit cell. Furthermore, the electron effective mass is intensified because of the apparent mutual inductance of the wires that exerts the force on electrons. From the analysis, given that $a$ is the lattice spacing and $r$ is the wire radius, the plasma frequency of the structure now becomes

$$\omega^2_{ep} = \frac{2 \pi \epsilon_0^2}{a^2 \ln(a/r)},$$

where $c_0$ is the velocity of light in vacuum. It is clear that the plasma frequency of the structure can be manipulated through the dimensions, $a$ and $r$. At its operational frequency where the wavelength is much larger than a unit length, the structure appears homogeneous. Thus the structure can be characterised by an effective permittivity that takes on a Drude model,

$$\epsilon_{eff} = 1 - \frac{\omega^2_{ep}}{\omega^2 + j \Gamma \omega},$$

where $\Gamma$ is responsible for the propagation loss. At $\omega < \omega_{ep}$ the permittivity becomes negative.

The analysis proposed by Pendry et al. was later confirmed by numerical simulations and experiments in the microwave regime. In the experiments, a 2D lattice of wires aligned at right angle was constructed from gold-coated tungsten wires embedded in polystyrene sheets with the feature sizes $a$ and $r$ of the order of millimetres and micrometres, respectively. The measurement showed that the transmission is prohibited below the plasma frequency—implying the negative permittivity, and that the sparser wire distribution leads to a lower plasma frequency.

### 3. MAGNETIC METAMATERIALS

Several designs of magnetic metamaterials, including split-ring resonators (SRRs), made of nonmagnetic conductive elements were introduced by Pendry et al. The SRR structure is basically composed of concentric metallic rings with dielectric gaps, as illustrated in Figure 3. When the SRR is coupled to a magnetic field component
that is oscillating in the axial direction, the ring establishes current flow, which further builds the magnetic dipole parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field. The resonance frequency of the structure is determined from the inductance of the loops and the capacitance at the gaps, which can be modelled by an equivalent LC resonator circuit. In the original model, the second smaller concentric ring increases the apparent capacitance of the SRR and thus reduces the resonance frequency. At frequencies lower than the resonance the SRR has a positive response to the magnetic field, and slightly above the resonance the response becomes negative. A metamaterial structure containing those SRRs can be described by the effective magnetic permeability with a Lorentzian model:

$$\mu_{\text{eff}} = 1 - \frac{\omega_{mp}^2 - \omega_{m0}^2}{\omega^2 - \omega_{m0}^2 + j\Gamma \omega},$$  

(4)

where $\omega_{m0}$ and $\omega_{mp}$ are the magnetic resonance and plasma frequencies, respectively, and $\Gamma$ represents the loss in the structure. Through a proper design of SRRs, the effective magnetic permeability of the structure can become diamagnetic ($\mu_{\text{eff}} < 1$), paramagnetic ($\mu_{\text{eff}} > 1$), or even negative at desired frequencies.

### 4. NEGATIVE REFRACTIVE INDEX METAMATERIALS

In 1968 Veselago\(^5\) raised a series of questions about a hypothetical material with both negative electric and magnetic responses—whether it is possible, how it interacts with the radiation, and where it can be found. Purely from the theoretical viewpoint he asserted that such a material can exist and does not violate any law of physics, and moreover it interacts with the electromagnetic wave in novel ways. Essentially, in a material with a permittivity and permeability being subzero, $E$ and $H$ form a left-handed vector set with respect to $k$, i.e. the wave vector becomes negative. In contrast, the Poynting vector $S$, indicating the propagation direction of wave energy, still forms a right-handed triplet with $E$ and $H$. Hence, the wavefront propagates backward in the medium, and is antiparallel with the direction of energy flow. Postulated by Veselago, this kind of medium, if realised, would exhibit a number of intriguing phenomena, including the reversed Doppler, reversed Chérenkov radiation, and negative refraction. Furthermore, he suggested that negative permittivity and permeability are most likely occur in natural anisotropic substances, but none has been found to date. Note that the term ‘left-handed materials’, inferred from the left-handed vector triplet, was adopted in early work, but this term is also used in the context of chirality and thus can be misleading. Consequently, the terms *negative-index materials* or *double-negative materials* are currently preferred.

The idea of NIMs had remained theoretical for more than 30 years since its first introduction. The advent of metamaterials with a tailored electric response\(^2\) in 1996 and a tailored magnetic response\(^3\) in 1999 pointed
Figure 4. Negative-index metamaterial. The structure is composed of wires and SRRs, which are responsible for the electric and magnetic responses, respectively. At a narrow frequency band the permittivity and permeability can be negative, resulting in demonstration of negative refractive index.

the way towards a possible implementation of NIMs that have both negative electric and magnetic responses. The first artificial NIM was realised by Smith et al.\textsuperscript{7} in 2000, who combined SRRs and a thin-wire lattice to produce negative $\mu$ and $\epsilon$ at the microwave frequency band. At a frequency with either negative permittivity or permeability alone, the material is opaque to the radiation, but overlapping of the two leads to the presence of a passband. In the experiment of Smith et al.\textsuperscript{7} a periodic array of copper SRRs interleaved with thin wires is oriented in the electromagnetic field such that the magnetic field is parallel to the axis of SRRs and the electric field is parallel to the axis of wires—similar to the structure shown in Figure 4. A transmission measurement reveals a passband around 5 GHz, implying the presence of negative refractive index. The result was reproduced with similar experiments\textsuperscript{15,16} and with a refined numerical simulation.\textsuperscript{17}

The structure proposed by Smith et al.\textsuperscript{7} is anisotropic, i.e. the negative refractive index appears in only one propagation direction. In order to realise extended physical consequences of NIMs, the material isotropy is vital. Based on the SRR/wire combination, a 2D-isotropic NIM is assembled from interlocked fibreglass boards with SRRs imprinted on one side and wire strips on the other side.\textsuperscript{18} Confirmed by an experiment and a transfer-matrix calculation, the 2D-isotropic passband appears around the microwave X-band as a result of negative refractive index. A similar 2D NIM cut into a wedge shape was used for direct observation of negative refraction,\textsuperscript{19} i.e. the transmitted ray refracted on the same side with the incident ray. At 10.5 GHz, the refractive index was measured to be $-2.7 \pm 0.1$.

5. SIGNIFICANCE OF METAMATERIALS TO TERAHERTZ

The current trend of metamaterial research aims for design of nanostructures that are capable of manipulating electromagnetic waves at the visible frequency regime.\textsuperscript{4,20,21} Although in theory metamaterial structures are physically scalable to fit a working spectral regime, approaching such a short-wavelength operation is in essence challenging in that the design needs to assist towards the fabrication process yet preserve the integrity.\textsuperscript{22} This latest effort in metamaterial research will lead to optical nanostructures that are of primary importance to communication, microscopy, and defence sectors. But looking back at lower frequency regimes, in particular around the terahertz gap, there are a number of opportunities for improvement and implementation of metamaterials that remain.

The terahertz spectrum, loosely defined between 0.1 and 10 THz,\textsuperscript{23} is of great importance, as the frequency underlies a wide range of significant microscopic physical phenomena. In general, bulk dielectric relaxations and intermolecular motions occur in this frequency range.\textsuperscript{24} Intermolecular hydrogen bonds in crystalline solids resonate at terahertz frequencies, causing distinctive absorption features.\textsuperscript{25} Critical frequencies for Debye relaxation processes in liquids fall into the terahertz regime.\textsuperscript{24} Pure rotational transitions can be observed when polar gases are stimulated by terahertz radiation.\textsuperscript{26} Moderately doped semiconductors have their plasma frequencies and damping rates defined between 0.1 and 2 THz.\textsuperscript{27} The terahertz radiation is also used to
stimulate Rabi oscillations in two-level impurity states in semiconductors, which enables the manipulation of physical qubits.28–30

At a macroscopic scale, many distinctive properties are associated with terahertz. The radiation is non-ionising31 and hence favourable to applications seeking human exposure, e.g. medical diagnoses or security screening. A vast number of materials pronounce unique absorption patterns in response to terahertz, in accordance with their molecular rotational/vibrational modes.32 These absorption spectra lend themselves to substance identification.25, 33, 34 Non-polar, dry, and non-metallic materials, such as fabrics, woods, cardboards, and plastics, are transparent to the radiation. Hence, weapons concealed beneath clothing or products contained in packages, for example, can be seen through terahertz sensors.35–37

We have seen that the individual areas of metamaterial and terahertz research are very attractive, yet the combination of the two—metamaterials operating in the terahertz regime—has not seen much activity so far either in terms of fundamental research or advanced applications. At this point, one might raise a question about the scarceness of research on terahertz metamaterials. A response to this question may simply be related to the fact that both metamaterial and terahertz research are rather in their infancy—an efficient approach to terahertz spectroscopy38 emerged in 1989, whilst the first experiment on metamaterials7 appeared in 2000. Optical, infrared, or microwave spectroscopy systems by far outnumber novel terahertz systems, and a majority of the growing metamaterial research groups have preferably relied on the more mature spectroscopic systems.

The terahertz spectrum represents an interesting arena for metamaterial research in light of the fact that naturally occurring materials do not exhibit strong magnetic or electric responses between 1 and 3 THz.39 Those conventional magnetic materials tend to have resonances at frequencies below the gigahertz range, whilst metals possess resonances at frequencies beyond the mid-infrared owing to phonon modes. Thus, in this sense, the terahertz gap not only defines a region where the electromagnetic spectrum is relatively unexplored, but also a region where the electromagnetic responses of most conventional materials nearly diminish. Because of their customisable responses, metamaterials can fulfil the missing link, and become a foundation for further terahertz research. Ultimately, these metamaterials may develop into terahertz-manipulating devices that outperform their predecessors, or moreover, that are inconceivable from traditional materials.

6. REALISATION OF TERAHERTZ METAMATERIAL DEVICES

Scalability of metamaterials in theory suggests direct adoption of structures originally designed for operation at a specific frequency to operate at any other point across the electromagnetic spectrum. But in reality, there exist many implications, and scaling the structure alone would not yield good metamaterial performance. Although not directly related to metamaterials’ responses, constituent materials, i.e. metals and dielectrics, play a major role in dissipation of the radiation energy. At the operating frequency range, here terahertz, metals need to be highly conductive and dielectrics need to be transparent to reduce the associated loss. Moreover, the fabrication process is not scalable, and low-cost is desirable. Current technologies for IC fabrication are very suitable for producing planar terahertz metamaterials, but achieving fully 3D-isotropic structures is rather complicated at the terahertz-wavelength scale. Despite that, a relatively small number of fundamental studies, involving fabrication and characterisation, have been carried out with terahertz metamaterials, ranging from magnetic metamaterials,40–42 to electric metamaterials,43–46 to NIMs.47–50 The reasonable performance of terahertz metamaterials leads to recent realisation of communication and sensing devices, which will be discussed in details hereafter.

The existence of either negative permittivity or permeability alone in a metamaterial can be utilised for a bandstop filter, because at this spectral region no propagation mode is permitted. As discussed earlier, a lattice of metallic wires produces the negative permittivity below the plasma frequency. Hence the lattice that is designed to have a plasma frequency at the terahertz range will function as a terahertz high-pass filter.51 A structure constructed from gold-coated polymer columns confirms the appearance of a stopband below the plasma frequency when the electric field aligns in parallel to the columns.51 It is noted that the gold coating thickness is larger than the skin depth of gold, so the effect of the polymer can be ignored. Impedance matching of metamaterials can be exploited for a narrowband terahertz absorber.52 A structure comprising electric and magnetic resonators is designed such that the resonance response results in impedance matching of the structure
to free space in a narrow frequency band. At this frequency the reflection is nearly suppressed. Inherent absorption in the structure, in addition, lessens the transmission, and hence very low terahertz energy can escape at the other side. This metamaterial absorber is suitable for constructing thermal detectors.

As the performance of existing terahertz switches/modulators proves to be impractical, metamaterials offer an alternative in dynamical manipulation of the terahertz. This concept was first exploited for a narrowband terahertz switch.\textsuperscript{53} In that work, copper SRRs are fabricated on a high-resistivity GaAs substrate, and the terahertz polarisation is aligned such that the electric resonance mode of SRRs is activated. Under the influence of an optical excitation, photo-induced free carriers are generated in the substrate, shorting the SRR gap and thus eliminating the resonance response. This implies the on state of the switch at the resonance frequency. In the absence of the optical excitation, the resonance is restored, leading to the off state. A faster terahertz switch replaces the substrate with ErAs/GaAs superlattices with faster carrier recombination, resulting in a switching recovery time of picoseconds or shorter.\textsuperscript{54} For a terahertz switch controlled via an optical excitation, since optically-induced carriers are not localised, they interact with and absorb the terahertz radiation undesirably. In another version of the terahertz switch the on/off state is controllable via an external electric bias.\textsuperscript{55} The structure is constructed from gold electric SRRs lithographed on 1-\(\mu\)m-thick n-type GaAs substrate. Conductive wires connect the resonators to the biasing source. In the absence of an external voltage, no resonance is observed as the n-type substrate electrically bridges the resonator gaps. Because the gold resonators form a Schottky contact with the substrate, negative biasing depletes free electrons in the substrate around the gap region, leading to the resonance response. Beyond the switch operation, the device is capable of modulating narrow-band terahertz at a kilohertz cycle, limited only by the stray capacitance.

With a high-Q resonance and high electric-field concentration at the surface, metamaterials promise a good sensitivity for biosensing applications.\textsuperscript{9} A sharp resonance is necessary for sensing small changes in the sample dielectric constant, whilst a high field concentration limits the maximum amount of the suspicious sample. An asymmetric double split-ring resonator is designed to achieve both effects at terahertz frequencies.\textsuperscript{9} A numerical study shows that once excited by an electric field the resonator exhibits dual resonances due to coupling between two arcs with different lengths. The resonance shifts considerably after the sample is loaded onto the resonator’s surface due to a change in the gap capacitance. Exploiting these resonances for biosensing requires only a fraction of suspected substances in comparison to other resonators. An improved version of the asymmetric double split-ring resonator utilises a rectangular broken ring with sharp tips at the arms.\textsuperscript{56} This rectangular design reduces the overall size of the structure, and the sharp tips results in a higher electric-field confinement. A realisation of this design is shown to be superior to the circular design at the microwave C band. In another experiment, magnetically activated SRRs operating at terahertz frequencies also indicate a possibility of material sensing through resonance shifting upon dielectric loading.\textsuperscript{57} Recently, a design involving an array of subunit electric SRRs with multiple resonances at terahertz frequencies suggests a possibility of using such a structure for biosensing applications to avoid false-positive detection.\textsuperscript{58} A metamaterial which has a set of resonances overlapping with the resonances of a target substance may provide an observable nonlinear behaviour exclusive to that substance.\textsuperscript{58}

It would be obvious that terahertz metamaterials have already been developed into some practical terahertz devices, e.g. filters, absorbers, switches, modulators, sensors, with competitive capabilities to existing products. Nonetheless, as discussed earlier, a great deal of challenges at the fundamental level still remain. Overcoming these challenges is critical to enhancement of metamaterial functionalities, and may give way to a new batch of high-efficacy spectacular terahertz structures, including superlenses, hyperlenses, cloaks, etc.

7. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we have seen how exotic electromagnetic responses can be derived from metamaterials in a desirable way. Metamaterial research is of great importance to terahertz technology, since this new class of material promises strong electromagnetic responses not available from natural materials at terahertz frequencies. Some terahertz devices arising from metamaterial building blocks have been proposed recently. However, improvement of metamaterial performance at this frequency regime has not been fully addressed, and still remains a challenge. Once this basic requisite is satisfied, we can envisage an avalanche of metamaterial applications of terahertz technologies in the areas of astronomy, biochemistry, medicine, and security, for example.
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